
TBU Fear Release 

(Framing the human-ness of fear) 

I don’t know if you’ve ever looked into 
history… and noticed all of the different 
people… figures… characters in history… and 
so many of them are reported as being 
brave and warrior like and almost 
superhuman… particularly the ones that did 
especially exceptional things… but one thing 
that isn’t really spoken about or portrayed 
except for maybe in dramas that you might see on films or on television… 
is the real personal nature of the kinds of emotions and experiences that 
they went through as they followed their life’s work and journey… and I 
don’t know how closely you’ve followed history that there might be 
certain warriors that stood up for their own rights… their own beliefs… and 
their own tribes… and as they followed their own meandering paths to 
stand up for those rights… what is portrayed is somebody brave and 
fearless… but really that’s quite unrealistic isn’t it… because no matter 
how long ago somebody lived… whether it was last year, last decade, last 
century, or thousands of years ago… people are still people… so no 
matter how much people conceal their own fears we know that it’s 
normal… isn’t it… that even the most powerful warriors… even the most 
badass people in history have, at one time or another, experienced 
apprehension and fear as they embarked on their journeys… and that’s a 
normal thing… … … and isn’t just about warriors is it… if we think about 
those people who’ve created amazing literary works… made wonderful 
scientific discoveries… I bet there was probably - if you really were able to 
go back in time and talk to them… some apprehension, some worry, some 
trepidation about embarking on a journey of a future unknown and yet to 
be lived… and yet they knew deeply, didn’t they, that they were born for 
this… as you know that you are born for this, aren’t you…  so know that its 
human to have worries, concerns and fears… because history tells us so… 
the evidence is right there as you go through your own history now… 
there’s been times in your life when you maybe embarked on something 
new or found yourself somewhere unexpected… and rather than maybe 
sailing right the way through with complete ease’ comfort and no second 
though… which wouldn’t be a particularly human thing to do it all… you 
used your knowledge and skills and your unconscious would kick in to 



make sure that you’ve got every single base covered… and that 
unconscious response might include some apprehension, some fear, 
some trepidation… and your unconscious is fucking amazing like that… it 
really does look after you… now as you look at any trepidation, 
apprehension or fears that you’ve been holding onto as you look towards 
the rest of your pregnancy and birth and beyond… some of them you 
might notice of been there for a long long time… or it might be that it’s 
something that you’ve just realised that you feel a little bit worried about… 
it might be something which feels quite overwhelming or it could be 
something which is just a little niggle in the background that you’d like to 
feel a little bit more comfortable about… it may be that it is a worry which 
is not unsubstantiated… or it may be simply one of those random 
concerns that you have no idea where it came from… whichever it is…  the 
most useful state for you would it not be… to feel more comfortable… to 
find yourself more in control… to experience less apprehension… 
dissolution of  trepidation… and move forward now… so you can use this 
track to work through release, resolve and let go… and feel more 
comfortable about and little worries that you once had…  

(Setting an Intention) 

…you see you have the most amazing imagination… right inside there’s 
this powerhouse… right at the very nucleus of you… where you’ve got the 
key to the door of your store of knowledge… resources and the ability to 
imagine and experience on the inside… in your minds’ eye…  you can 
journey down now to that powerhouse right at the very nucleus of you 
now… and identify and collect whatever it is you would like to work with… 
whatever apprehension, worry of fear… and you can write that down on a 
piece of paper… an imaginary one of course… you could write a sentence 
in your favourite pen… you can draw it… you can write in code… you can 
simply hold the paper and imbue it with the feeling of that worry… that 
fear that you had been holding on up until now… you can simply send the 
energy of that fear down so it sinks into the paper like blotting paper… but 
however you communicated your worry onto this piece of paper I invite 
you to fold it up and simply put it in a pocket or a bag… somewhere safe 
to carry with you on a journey of… letting go now….. 

(A Journey to Deeper Relaxation) 

… and so I wonder how often you get spent time in a forest… or if you can 
cast your mind back to the last time that you were, in life or in your 
imagination…  in a forest… or the first time… or a number of times 
between… I wonder if you can smell the smell… feel the fresh air… the 



shade…  the colours and movement of trees… and the privacy that a 
forest can bring… and you know there are many different kinds of forest… 
you may already know many of the different kinds yourself… in some 
forests many people visit for leisurely evenings and Sunday afternoon… a 
lazy forest of well trodden paths and people smile and nod politely as 
they pass each other… an then there are other types of forests…  the ones 
that are very remote… the ones it takes a little more time to find… the still 
and quiet forests… the home of wonderful and amazing creatures… as the 
kinds of forest where you find a path which speaks to you… a small 
untrodden and secret path… a pathway to the beating heart of a forest…
and you instinctively know this is the right way to go… that there is 
adventure here… an excitement even… perhaps a normal amount of 
excited apprehension, because a little bit of apprehension is very 
perfectly right in just the right amounts… that’s normal… it really is just 
about finding your way through… … … ad this is a little bit like the kind of 
forest that I’d wonder how easily you can imagine now… the kind from 
magical books… a work of literary acrobatics from a person who 
understood forests like you do so well… the white mists hang just above 
ground and swirl around, within and through with the motion of every 
step taken deeper… … … streams of sunbeams narrowed and forever 
shifting through a forest sky… illumination of a kind of magic here… a kind 
space… a tranquil place… breath taking beauty… and so you can continue 
to travel deeper inside…  and there is a safety in this forum is a safety and 
an invisible support of the magic kind… so that as you step further and 
deeper down into a forest… you know that you can relax… knowing that 
there are unseen energies here that completely have your back… 
because the fact you’re such an incredible human being… means that you 
attract the right kind of energy back to you… this incredible being that you 
are… so because you feel so comfortable… so right here… maybe you’ll 
smile… breathe deeply…  put your hand on that letter that you wrote for 
yourself… that piece of paper holding a worrying… communicating a 
concern you used to have… and know that this kind of forest is the kind of 
forest where great things happen… new journeys… new opportunities… 
almost like a kind of magical quest… that’s a nice thought isn’t it… to be 
making your own pathway inside… insight towards a magical quest… to let 
go of something that you no longer need… and when badass people like 
you let go of things you no longer need… that’s when the best stuff 
happens… because you’re fucking amazing…  so journey away… go 
deeper now… … …   



(finding historical evidence of the badass self) 

go deeper with the colours… the movement of trees… go deeper inside a 
gentle breeze which lifts and shifts perspectives… find depth in the sound 
of your own confident footsteps… and so you can, can’t you, fully feel the 
sense of magic and change… of letting go… going with the flow of the 
journey deep into a forest like this… and rest too when you’re ready… 
finding stillness in a clearing… clear view of the open sky above…  rest… 
and as you do, then go inside… and really inspect… the achievements that 
you’ve made so far through life… looking up at the sky it’s easy isn’t it to 
find gratitude at the strength… the resilience that you found in the past 
with things that you were unsure of… go back to a time now when you felt 
fearful of unsure about something… and you did it anyway… not just did 
it… absolutely fucking bossed it… and it felt amazing… on top of the 
world… … and that feeling still lives inside… so stir it up… let it grow… that 
feeling of having absolutely smashed it… where is that feeling inside… 
what colour… a size… does it have a sound… grow this sense of 
accomplishment… being an absolute fucking badass…  it’s good isn’t it… … 
… and maybe there’s  been many times that you felt that in the past… and 
you can feel it right now too… as you’re on this journey a forest… a 
magical magical place where you feel fully supported… where everything 
wonderful can simply be… anything of your and only your choice… your 
space… … … 

… and so is the clouds drift by… and the day drifts on… and you feel drawn 
to another section of the forests too… go in a new direction… your own 
warrior-like self… your own visionary of you… it’s almost like there’s 
another version of you waiting somewhere else to greet you… and she’ll 
let you know… what you’ve already achieved that you don’t yet know… 
you’ve achieved… a kind of familiar unfamiliarity… and an unfamiliar 
familiarity too… … … 

(A place to release Fear) 

…as the day begins to turn into a sunset of warm orange through the 
trees… magical shadows… different kind of smell… and everything 
quietening down inside… in many fairy tales you’ll have heard of a hut at 



the very heart of a forest… a kind of sanctuary …  perfectly right… perfectly 
warm… perfect safe… secure… and a useful space to rest and let go… … … 
and when you find yours… now… a wooden log cabin waiting for you… 
waiting for this visionary… this incredible human being that is you… can 
open the door… only you can open this door because it yours… so step 
inside close the door behind… and breathe in aroma of comfort… that 
heady smell of something… lasting comfort and relaxation… … and inside 
this cabin is exactly how you want it to be… perfect seat in the corner and 
exactly your style… objects and furnishings all to your exact taste… and if 
something’s not quite toy your liking, you can make some little 
adjustments now… … … that’s right… and I don’t know if you’ve noticed yet 
that wood burning stove… just down to one side in the corner one of the 
room… one of those wood burning stoves where you can open the door 
and draw pictures in the ashes of fires of wood and dried up ferns and 
worries that have gone and burnt up before… the ashes of things that 
used to be… a transformation… a swallowing up in flames and turns to 
smoke and ash… and have left simply a place to draw pictures in the 
ashes… whether you write your name… or a message to yourself from 
your powerhouse within… or how you’ll smash everything you know you 
can achieve… or simply draw a symbolic pattern or a picture now… 
doesn’t matter… because in this fireplace just to one side is some the 
perfectly dry wood… already collected… harvested resources from a 
landscape inside… that mysterious place inside you… and you already 
sense that here’s a place that usefully resourceful for you… so you can go 
ahead and light that fire… safe, secure and warm with the strike, sound, 
smell, spark of the match… the fizz as it sparks and illuminates the face of 
a person who was born for this… your face lights up…  paper alights… 
swallowed up by flames and  kindling catches hold…  and the light 
spreads…  flames dance… small sparks like magical creature weave 
upwards and disappear into the darkness of the outside night… until 
eventually the whole fireplace dances with light… trancelike flames… a 
trance so powerfully absorbing that you don’t even need to know how 
long you’ve been watching… … … … completely forgotten fears… 
apprehensions… and trepidation… in a note in a pocket… to take out only 
when you’re ready… and before you put that in the fire… before you let 
that drift away and turn to nothing… before you witness that disappear 
into the atmosphere… you can can it… every fear… every worry… every 
concern that we have has served us… just as your powerful unconscious 
has served you in the past and now in the most fucking amazing of 
ways… so thank it…  and let it know that level of fear… of worries is no 
longer useful as you place it on the fire and watch the edges burn… 



swallowed up blackening from the outside in or the inside out until 
whatever was on the paper can no longer be seen… and it turns to 
wisps… it moves and flutters… it dissolves, it disintegrates… and this 
disintegration as you watch that you realise that… that old worry, that 
historical concern is moving away… moving outside of yourself up up up… 
and away… feeling lighter…  feeling more open… more free and an even 
greater sense of magical journey here as you let that let that go… now… 
some people are happy with just knowing it’s gone… and if you like you 
can go outside and watch the smoke from a chimney top continuing to 
wind and dance and float this dissolve outside and away… all the particles 
sending themselves off in different directions… notice now how that fear 
that you once had has become smaller and further away… smaller and 
further away… higher and higher… further away… and in the same way that 
sometimes shooting stars when they enter the earths’ atmosphere will 
burn up and dissolve… I wonder what would happen if any tiny metal 
particles remaining of that worry or fear that you once had… what if they 
travelled so far up through the earths’ atmosphere that it broke through… 
and every little particle created a spark like a miniature minute wishing 
star… so make as many wishes as you like… and wait as long as you like 
that to let this light show fully disappear…  so you know that that’s fully 
gone as you take in a deep breath this wonderful night air… and 
congratulate yourself… because you’ve fucking got this… you have 
absolutely fucking got this…  

(Time for Changes to Settle in) 

…and because you’ve done this once you can repeat this again… and 
again… and again you are a  visionary… a gentle warrior and an absolute 
badass as you continue to prepare for birth through pregnancy and 
beyond… you have everything you need inside… your fully powerful… fully 
powerful… you might even feel powerful enough to climb a tree and 
watch the smoke from the very top of the chimney… or maybe you can 
simply lie down on the comfortable moss of an wise and ancient forest 
floor… whether you do this, that or something else… breathe in the cool 
air… experience the freedom of your own power…  the achievements of 
having released things that you no longer need  in this magical place 
where you feel the supportive energies that an incredible human being 
like you deserves… because you do don’t you… so watch the stars… go 
inside… and curl up cosily in rugs and to await the morning awakening… 
everything is of your choosing… is entirely up to you which ever you do… 



simply dream the right dreams… and when you sleep next and you 
dream… dreams have a particular point… they don’t just help you to 
rearrange all of your learnings and all of the things that have changed in 
the previous day… they also integrate those learnings with all of the 
things that you already know… so you might feel particularly surprised 
when you wake up now… you’ll know that you’ve achieved something 
wonderful… on a magical journey and a quests of your very own… you’ll 
know that something’s changed… and the next time you come back to 
this track it might be something different… something less important… or 
something even more comfortable that you’d like to take through a 
forest… to burn on a wood burning stove… and to watch that fear or 
apprehension drift away… now…  and you know you’re so powerful that 
you can repeat this anytime you like… you can come back here as many 
times as you want… because you know what… you’re in control… you are 
smashing it… every little bit… so just keep being you… continue being 
incredible and remember… you were born for this… 

Awakening 

And now, having enjoyed this time for yourself… having made all of these 
shifts and changes inside… it’s time to return to the here and now with a 
renewed sense of calm… joy… newness and beautiful difference… so as I 
count up from 1 to five now… you can gradually and in your own time 
begin to reawaken part of you back to the here and now…  so here we 
go… 1… becoming aware of sensations…. 2 beginning to make 
movements in the body… 3… greater awareness returning now… 4… a 
wondering of when the eyes are ready to open and… 5… only open your 
eyes when you feel ready to do so…. And welcoming you back now as 
you stretch out and enjoy re-acquainting yourself with the now… and 
retaining all the good feelings you have for the rest of the day, night or 
evening… 

END 


